
2/04/2015 

Dedicated to Champagne Lovers: 

 Can’t find elsewhere these  ULTRA STUNNING price!! 

 Krug Grand Cuvee NV @                              $930/btl (12 btls no gift box) 

Dom Perignon 2004 @                                   $950/btl (12 btls no gift box) 

Cristal 2006 @                                                   $1,180/btl (no gift box) 

Dom Perignon 2002 Silver Label @          $1,500/btl (no gift box) 

Dom Perignon 1998 P2 @                             $2,380/btl (no gift box) 

  

For order and enquiries, please contact us at 3154 9570 or Wechat/Whatsapp at 6481 0000 or email to 

info@wineworld.com.hk . All champagne are immediate available in HK.  Stock is Limited.  First come first served. 

  

 

Krug Grande Cuvee NV  

Why Krug Grande Cuvee? 

• a blend of around 120 wines from ten or more different vintages and three grape 
varieties 

• the result of resting for at least another 6 years in Krug's cellars 

Appearance: Deep golden colour and fine, vivacious bubbles, predicting fullness and 
elegance. 

Aroma: Aromas of flowers in bloom, ripe & dried fruit, marzipan, gingerbread and 
citrus fruits. 

Palate: Flavours of hazelnut, nougat, barley sugar, jellied and citrus fruits, almonds, 
brioche and honey. 

Robert Parker 95: "The harmonious juxtaposition of creaminess and lees enrichment 
with bright, juicy citricity and of expansive richness with levity is stunning. Citrus zest 
notes segue seamlessly into the fine stream of CO2 without bitterness, while 
succulent white peach garlanded in lily-of-the-valley is laced with rich, subtly piquant 
nut oils and saliva-liberating salinity. Emerging suggestions of shitake and shrimp shell 
reduction compound the sense of capital-“U” umami in a vibrantly interactive and 
refreshing finish. A day after opening, this is even more vividly complex than it had 
been initially, with hints of fresh red raspberry lending an invigorating tang and 
sensation of berry seed-crunching that delivers strikingly harmonious counterpoint to 
both the luscious brightness of fruit and the nutty low-tones. Plan to follow this 
beauty for a dozen or more years." 

mailto:info@wineworld.com.hk�


  

No Gift Box Individual Gift Box 

 

1 – 11 bottles 

$950/btl 

  

  

1 – 11 bottles 

$1000/btl 

  

  

12 bottles or up 

$930/btl 

+ 

Complimentary 2 Riedel 
Champagne Glasses 

  

12 bottles or up 

$980/btl 

+ 

Complimentary 2 Riedel 
Champagne Glasses 

 

  

 

Dom Perignon 2004 

Dom Perignon is Vintage only. Each Vintage wine is created from the best grapes 
grown in one single year. To reinvent itself by interpreting the unique character of 
the seasons. To dare to not release the Vintage when the harvest does not meet its 
ideals. Such is the commitment of Dom Perignon. 

Aroma: Aromas of almond and powdered cocoa develop gradually into white fruit 
with hints of dried flowers. Classic toasted notes give a rounded finish and denote a 
fully realized maturity.  

Palate: The wine instantly traces an astoundingly fine line between density and 
weightlessness. Its precision is extreme, tactile, dark and chiselled. The full taste 
lingers with the utmost elegance on a sappy, spicy note.  

Robert Parker 95: "Lily-of-the-valley perfume and scents of lightly toasted brioche 
and almond rise from the glass of Moet’s 2004 Brut Dom Perignon, along with hints 
of the apricot, pear and grapefruit that then inform a luscious and creamy yet 
strikingly delicate as well as consummately refreshing palate. Sweet-saline savor of 
scallop – also already intimated in the nose – lends compulsive saliva-inducement to 
a ravishingly rarified and persistent finish, joined by alkaline, nutty, liquid-floral, and 
nori seaweed notes for a performance of head-scratching subtlety and intrigue. This 
will be worth following for at least the next 6-8 years." 



No Gift Box Individual Gift Box 

  

1 – 11 bottles 

$960/btl 

  

  

1 – 11 bottles 

$1000/btl 

  

  

12 bottles or up 

$950/btl 

 

  

12 bottles or up 

$980/btl 

  

 

  

 

Dom Perignon 2003 (Without Gift Box) 

10 btls only 

After a particularly cold, dry and severe winter, the spring frosts of 7 to 11 April left a 
lasting mark in Champagne. Summer was immediately scorching, the hottest for 53 
years. Anything that had miraculously escaped the frost and hail was subjected to 
intense heat until harvest. The crop was perfectly ripe and healthy, like those of 
1947, 1959 and 1976.  

Aroma: The bouquet spirals through sweet, bright floral notes and the lively 
minerality so typical of Dom Pérignon, then notes of candied fruit, plants, the 
incredible freshness of camphor leaf and finally the dark hints of spices and liquorice 
root. 

Palate: The wine is currently still physical. It is compelling, tactile and vibrant 
rather than aromatic. The rhythm and tempo are more dominant than the 
melody. At first mild and delicate, then strongly, confidently mineral, 
persistent, precise, with a refined bitterness, and an iodine, saline tang. 
Robert Parker 94+: "The 2003 Dom Perignon is a big, broad shouldered wine. It does 
not have the seductiveness of the 2000, nor the power of the 2002. The 2003 is a big, 
powerful Champagne that will require quite a bit of time to shed some of its baby 
fat. The trademark textural finesse is there, though. I expect the 2003 to be a highly 
divisive Champagne because of its extreme personality, but then again, many of the 
world’s legendary wines were made from vintages considered freakish at the time. 
The 2003 is an atypically, rich, powerful, vinous Dom Perignon loaded with fruit, 
structure and personality. It is not for the timid, but rather it is a wine for those who 
can be patient. Anticipated maturity: 2016-2038."  

  

Retail: $1,350/btl 
Special: $1,050/btl 

  



 

Cristal 2006 

  

Robert Parker 93: "Roederer’s 2006 Brut Cristal is striking in its sense of lift and delicacy, 
serving as one of many instances where those bringing preconceptions of this vintage’s 
warmth and ripeness of fruit to their experience may be pleasantly surprised. A nose of 
fresh apple, fennel and cucumber sets up associations with a slaw or salad that are 
crisply, lusciously and refreshingly redeemed on the palate. A garland of honeysuckle 
and heliotrope complements subtle suggestions of raw almond and vanilla, while 
alkaline and iodine notes as well as cooling but pungent green herbal notes add to the 
soothing yet stimulating finish. This exceptionally poised, refined, and buoyant 
performance is apt to gain depth with a few years’ bottle age."  

No Gift Box Individual Gift Box 

  

Retail: $1,630/btl 

Special: $1,180/btl 

  

Retail: $1,680/btl 

Special: $1,200/btl 

 

  

 

Dom Perignon 2002 (Silver Label)  

Special Edition 

(Without Gift Box) 

  

The Dom Perignon 2002 bottle has a unique precious silver label, the design embodies 
not only the elegance of Dom Perignon, but also the memorable atmosphere created 
by opening a bottle of Dom Perignon for such a pivotal occasion. 

Aroma: The first hints of fresh almond and harvest aromas immediately open up into 
preserved lemon and dried fruits, the whole rounded off by darker smoky and toasted 
qualities. 

Palate: The presence of the wine on the palate is immediately captivating. 
Paradoxically concentrated yet creamy, it is energetic and warm in the mouth, 
focusing on the fruit, then gradually taking on more profound bass notes. The whole 
holds its note perfectly, intensively, with just a subtle, elegant hint of underlying 



 

bitterness. 

Robert Parker 96: "The 2002 Dom Perignon is at first intensely floral, with perfumed 
jasmine that dominates the bouquet. With time in the glass the wine gains richness as 
the flavors turn decidedly riper and almost tropical. Apricots, passion fruit and 
peaches emerge from this flashy, opulent Dom Perignon. The wine’s volume makes it 
approachable today, but readers in search of more complexity will want to cellar this 
for at least a few years to allow for some of the baby fat to drop off. Geoffroy 
describes the vintage as very ripe and adds that some of the Chardonnay showed the 
ill-effects of the hot growing season in the somewhat burned, dehydrated fruit that 
came in that year. This bottle was disgorged in July, 2009. Anticipated maturity: 2012-
2032. " 

Retail: $1,850/btl 

Special: $1,500/btl 

  

 

Dom Perignon Plenitudes P2 1998 

(With Gift Box) 

  

Dom Perignon is the reward for this sharp mastery of wine. It deploys a vibrato 
universe of an exceptional air density. Tasting the wines is a memorable experience, 
abundant in intense and penetrating sensations and vividly fresh emotions.  

   12 years sur lie aging*, while ONLY 7 years sur lie aging for Vintage Dom 

   Dark, mineral, iodine and spiced 

   Highest definition of Dom Perignon 

Aroma: After a short breathing period, the wine has an intense, full and radiant 
bouquet, with notes of honeysuckle, orange colored fruits, toasted almonds and 
hints of iodine sensations. 
Palate: The creamy chewiness characterizing the vintage is channeled in a direction 
that is edgy yet embracing, with a wave of aromatic persistence. The finish – smoky, 
biting and full of energy – offers balances and harmony.  

  

Retail: $2,610/btl 

Special: $2,380/btl 

  

 
 


